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were, this season, high and dry* This day's shoot was
the best we had; three guns again had all the shooting,
one counting a hundred and fifty duck to his own gun,
another over ninety, while I managed to get eighty.
From the hour before dawn until two in the afternoon
the duck came into their day resting-places in thousands,
sometimes in clouds, more often in a steady stream of
ten different kinds. At one moment there was a noise
like the breaking of Atlantic rollers on the Bay of Biscay
shores, and, looking towards the sound, one could see
the whole horizon lift as in a long black line, and con-
verge upon the guns. Once shot at by the leading gun,
or by whoever interrupted the line of their flight, the
birds lifted so as to be almost out of range of those who
subsequently fired at them; however, they would go back
whence they came, and in about half an hour rise up
again to return.
Even in the intervals there was no lack of shooting,
and I can vouch that I fired over four hundred cartridges
that day; the other two guns who were getting still more
shooting, cried out for more cartridges at ten o'clock;
they had each started with a magazine of four hundred
apiece, Came there ever a lull in the proceedings, the
flamingos hastened to the rescue by giving us exhibition
flights; the sight of them as they wheeled into the sky
with the sun shining on them was as a shimmering cloud,
sometimes white, more often with a pink sheen like the
background of the Aurora Botealis*
Again three guns got very little shooting* yet there
was &o noticeable advantage from the point of fact of
drawing a supposed good place, "iand the birds invariably
altered theit flight from that expected by the local experts.
The weather, these two days* was perfect: chilly dawt*s»

